IF YOU MUST
As recorded by Nirvana
(from a bootleg recorded on 01/23/88)

Transcribed by [GaRBaGe] (nirvana-ff@bol.com.br)

Words by Kurt Cobain
Music by Nirvana

A Intro
Moderately Slow Rock \( \mu = 71 \)
N.C. (BP5)* (D5/E)* (BP5)* D5/E B5 D5/E

Gtr I mf
(Drums) (Bass & Drums)

P.M.-------------------------4

B 1st Verse

BP5 D5/E

C Interlude

BP5 D5/E

(D5/E) *(BP5) *(D5/E) *

Gtrs I, II

D 2nd Verse

(BP5) *(D5/E) *(BP5) *(D5/E) *

Gtr I mf